
HARTING RFID Reader Series Is Now Equipped
With W-LAN, 3G / 4G (LTE) And Bluetooth
HARTING's new Ha-VIS RF-R3x0 RFI reader family sets a higher standard of flexibility and
interoperability.

HONG KONG , HONG KONG, CHINA , November 27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Auto-ID, which
uses UHF RFID and sensor data, forms the basis of enhanced automation technology on May 9,
2018. But how does this information enter the ERP or the cloud? It is easy to implement with
HARTING RFID solutions using W-LAN, 3G/4G (LTE) and Bluetooth interfaces.

Based on its extremely powerful MICA® edge computing system, HARTING's new Ha-VIS RF-R3x0
RFI reader family sets a higher standard of flexibility and interoperability. These RFID readers
with M12 circular connectors and die-cast aluminium housings do not present any problems in
terms of durability. Based on the IP67 and special product testing and certification procedures at
HARTING Group's certified and independent laboratories, there are no problems with an
injection moulding machine tool identification or tram system platform testing.

As an alternative to wired Ethernet communications, the reader family is also available with W-
LAN 3G/4G (LTE) and Bluetooth capabilities, making it easier to integrate and use UHF RFID
technology in a variety of applications. Wireless connectivity is now not convenient for Ethernet
cabling in UHF RFID forklift applications, yard train identification, or simply retrofitting existing
tracking and tracking solutions. Data can also be sent directly to the cloud. LTE makes it possible
without the complex integration of the end customer's existing IT infrastructure. Radio sensors
can also be used in conjunction with RFID technology. For example, a simple brightness sensor
on the production floor activates the RFID reader while the device is running.

The flexible and open software concept used in the RF-R3x0 series makes this possible. You can
also add more features in the same way as smartphones. These devices have been pre-set for
RFID applications. Depending on the application, the corresponding function can be activated,
whether it is connected to LLRP such as HARTING GS1 certified middleware, OPC UA conforming
to the OPC Foundation supporting specifications, modbus TCP for simple communication with
existing control systems, or embedded reading The middleware used to process raw data.

HARTING has made significant improvements to its rugged line of certified UHF RFID readers
with this range of readers. In short, HARTING now offers 14 different UHF RFID readers at all
software and hardware configurations. Transponders, accessories and a range of rugged
antennas such as the WR24 are available.

As an authorized distributor for Harting, Heilind Asia provides Harting products and also value
added services. Heilind Asia supports both original equipment and contract manufacturers in all
market segments of the electronics industry, stocking products from the industry’s leading
manufacturers in 25 component categories, with a particular focus on interconnect,
electromechanical, fastener/hardware and sensor products.

About Heilind Electronics: 

Founded in 1974, Heilind Electronics, Inc. (http://www.heilind.com) is one of the world's leading
distributors of connectors, relays, switches, thermal management & circuit protection products,

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.heilind.com


terminal blocks, wire & cable, wiring accessories, insulation & identification, fastener/hardware
and sensor products. Heilind has over 40 facilities in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil,
Germany, Hong Kong, Singapore and China.

Heilind Asia Pacific (www.heilindasia.com) commenced operations in Dec 2012, and now has 21
locations throughout Asia. Its industry leading service offering to customers in Asia Pacific is the
result of a commitment to the belief of “Distribution As It Should Be”. Learn more at
www.heilindasia.com and on Facebook, WeChat, Weibo and Twitter.

About Harting: 

The HARTING Technology Group is one of the world's leading providers of industrial connection
technology for the three lifelines of Data, Signal and Power and has 13 production plants and
branches in 44 countries. In addition, the company also produces retail checkout systems,
electromagnetic actuators for automotive and industrial series use, charging technology and
cabling for electric vehicles, as well as hardware and software for customers and applications in
automation technology, robotics and transportation engineering. In the 2016/17 business year,
some 4,600 employees generated sales of EUR 672 million.

HARTING first entered China market in 1988 and is the first global connector manufacturer in the
Chinese market awarded the CCC (China Compulsory Certification).  HARTING creates standards
in the connector industry and provides connectivity and networks solutions to our esteemed
customers according to their special requirements.  The company focuses on factory
automation, transportation, renewable energy, power transmission, machinery & robotics, LED
markets etc.  HARTING China operates in in Hong Kong, Zhuhai, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Xiamen,
Changsha, Wuhan, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Suzhou, Nanjing, Chengdu, Xian, Zhengzhou, Qingdao,
Tianjin, Beijing, Shenyang, Changchun, Taiyuan and Taipei. HARTING has manufacturing sites in
Zhuhai and Beijing. For more information, please refer to the company website
http://www.harting.com.cn/.
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